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ABSTRACT
In this research, we describe the functionality of AGAS (Active
Global Address Space), a subsystem of the HPX runtime system
that is designed to handle data locality at runtime, independent of
the hardware and architecture configuration. AGAS enables transparent runtime global data access and data migration, but incurs an
overhead cost at runtime. We present a method to assess the performance of AGAS and the amount of impact it has on the execution
time of the Octo-Tiger application. With our assessment method we
empirically identify the most expensive AGAS operations in HPX
and demonstrate that the overhead caused by AGAS is negligible.
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INTRODUCTION

Global address space systems attempt to boost productivity and
simplify the application development cycle of distributed applications by providing a ubiquitous abstraction layer over memory
spaces that are provided and managed by the operating system
on each node in a large-scale system. SPMD-style (Single Program
Multiple Data) Partitioned Global Address Space designs eliminate
this layer during compilation to avoid the complexity of resolving
global addresses at runtime at the cost of limiting productivity and
imposing limitations on the code, while others like HPX[2, 20],
Charm++[21], UPC++[33], Chapel[1], and Regent[28] provide a
runtime component that maps global addresses to virtual addresses
during application execution to provide true global addresses.
The demand for models that enable applications to process massive datasets within specific time, power, and budgetary constraints
continues to pose challenges for the computer science community
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[26, 29]. One category of these challenges is managing the large
quantity of objects across several machines and memory partitions
while maximizing data locality. Several Partitioned Global Address
Space systems (PGAS) [5] try to address these needs by providing control over data distribution and facilitating data accesses
across processes and machines. However, initial data placement
alone is not sufficient to address more complex applications such as
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR), dynamic graph applications, and
partial differential equation (PDE) solvers[8, 12, 19] that become
scaling impaired over time due to increasing load imbalances. Active Global Address Space (AGAS) is a system that tries to address
these performance-impaired applications. AGAS was initially proposed for the ParalleX programming model[19] and implemented
in HPX. It adds an abstraction layer on top of local objects on each
compute node by mapping local virtual addresses to a global address and ensuring that global addresses are valid even if the object
it refers to is migrated to a different physical location. AGAS enables applications to perform load balancing at runtime by using
data migration. AGAS also reduces data movement by using active
messages. Active messages significantly reduce the need for data
movement by moving tasks to where the data is located instead of
moving the data to where work is executed. However, AGAS introduces overhead as it needs to execute code to resolve and maintain
the references.
Assessing the overheads incurred by AGAS is the main objective
of this paper. We address this objective by developing a method that
uses measurement data from AGAS and apply it to quantify the
performance of AGAS functions that demonstrate their scaling behavior. In the rest of this work, we discuss other pertinent research
in section 2, present a general overview of AGAS functionality in
section 3, explain the criteria based on which the results can be
evaluated in section 4, experiments that were run and examine
their results in section 5, and further analyze them and consider
directions that are likely to produce more insights into improving
AGAS considering our findings in section 6.

2

RELATED WORK

The MPI programming model provides the user with complete control over data locality and performance. On the other hand, it does
not have the programmability and data referencing simplicity of
shared-memory systems. The global address space model combines
the two models and enables processes to access shared memory
locations with a global address while maintaining an explicit distinction between local and remote operations. This provides the
means to implement distributed versions of commonly used data
structures like arrays, sets, matrices, or any data structure that is
based on pointers.
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Some global address space implementations like Unified Parallel C (UPC)[7], Fortran (Coarrays), and SHMEM[9, 14], the global
addresses are resolved to communication calls during compilation.
Because global address resolution is performed at compile time,
these implementations still do not provide the freedom programmers have in a shared memory application. Additionally, they still
use global barriers as the synchronization mechanism, which does
not trivially achieve shared memory applications performance.
Asynchronous PGAS implementations (e.g. Charm++, UPC++,
Chapel, and X10) follow the asynchronous many task model to
dynamically perform load balancing at runtime. They allow multiple tasks to run within each operating system thread and provide
tools for controlling the memory layout and expressing multidimensional, sparse, associative, or unstructured data structures.
In recent years, there has been a significant increase in utilization
of heterogeneous clusters that use GPUs and MICs in addition to
CPUs[22, 23, 27, 32]. One approach to manage such systems is using
solutions[10, 24, 32] that separately use a library like MPI for explicit
communication between nodes and a choice of shared-memory programming framework such as OpenMP[6], Kokkos[3, 13], or UPC.
Other approaches include Asynchronous PGAS runtimes[25] and
Charm++ that use dynamic multithreading to avoid fragmenting
the application development process to separately manage communication and computation while maintaining portability between
various cluster configurations and providing access to heterogeneous computing resources[31].
Most studies on distributed runtime systems do not include
quantitative analysis of the performance of their global address
space system but present the overall performance of applications
using the respective model or implementation. However, amongst
the runtime systems mentioned only HPX has a global address
system that allows for objects of arbitrary type to be relocated at
runtime. This unique property calls for a closer look into HPX’s
Active Global Address Space system behavior and performance and
is the motivation behind this study.
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(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

THE ACTIVE GLOBAL ADDRESS SPACE

This section provides an overview of the implementation of the
Active Global Address Space (AGAS) in the HPX runtime system
as well as a description of key features of the utility and the HPX
tools we used to to gather the performance information presented
in this work.
AGAS is a global memory addressing system that is designed
to handle various memory configurations ranging from ones implemented in single small machines to what is typically found in a
cluster composed of a large number of nodes with heterogeneous
computing resources. AGAS is designed to enable programmers to
control the memory layout of a distributed application. In Fig. 1 we
illustrate the AGAS abstraction layer. HPX implements AGAS as a
distributed service where every locality hosts an AGAS instance
that is in charge of global objects on that node. Typically, each part
of the distributed AGAS service is hosted on a separate node of a
cluster.
AGAS consists of several subsystems:
(1) Primary Namespace: To provide uniform access to objects
across the boundaries of physical partitions in a cluster,

(6)

AGAS provides applications with 128-bit global identifiers
(GIDs) to be used in place of virtual addresses that are local
to specific nodes. Consequently, AGAS maintains mapping
tables to be able to map GIDs to local virtual addresses.
When the code accesses the object referred to by a GID,
AGAS looks up the GID in the primary namespace and returns the local virtual address for the object if the object lives
on the same locality. As for remote objects, AGAS interacts
with the parcelport service to resolve the remote reference
access as shown in Fig. 2. This design hides the communication latencies by resolving the remote reference accesses
asynchronously.
Locality Namespace: Information about the nodes and computing resources allocated to each physical partition is held
in the locality namespace. Each partition is called a "locality"
and locality 0 is responsible for maintaining current information about all other localities. This information is replicated
across all localities to improve performance.
Component Namespace: Types are registered in this namespace to facilitate resolving resource requirements during
bulk memory allocations. It is primarily used for type safety
checking and debugging purposes.
Symbolic Namespace: The symbolic namespace is a layer
on top of the global address space that allows users to map
symbolic names to global addresses, often to resolve global
addresses at runtime. This is useful in cases where data about
specific events needs to be collected. For example, the HPX
performance counters use the symbolic namespace for collecting performance counter data.
AGAS Cache: The AGAS cache stores mapping between the
most recently used global addresses to localities where those
object reside and their local virtual addresses. If a task should
be executed on data stored in an object that does not live on
the same locality then the task is sent to the locality where
the object is currently located. However, in order to do so,
AGAS has to determine the current location of the queried
object. If the local AGAS instance does not know the current
location then it forwards the query to the locality where
the object was originally created. The locality on which
an object is created stays responsible for maintaining the
current location of the object during its entire lifetime. If
an object is likely to be accessed again then the requesting
locality will also solicit the object’s current location from the
locality of the object’s origin. This information is stored in
the AGAS cache. The AGAS cache is small since it is designed
for speed.
Garbage Collection: A distributed garbage collection system
tracks objects during their lifetime and frees the consumed
memory when an object goes out of scope and therefore can
no longer be accessed in the program. Additionally, GIDs
in HPX can be managed or unmanaged and in case of the
former AGAS tracks that GID until the reference is lost so
that it can free up the memory space when possible. AGAS
uses reference counting to determine if there are existing
references to an object and a credit-based scheme for remote
references. The local counter is updated when a new reference is created and when a reference goes out of scope on
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Figure 1: AGAS provides an abstraction layer on top of virtual addresses local to each locality. Global objects are shown as
black stars and gray stars indicate references to global objects. Each reference is connected to global objects by an arrow.
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Figure 2: When an HPX thread accesses a global object, AGAS determines if the object can be accessed locally. If the object is
on a different locality the HPX task is serialized and given to the parcelport. The parcelport unserializes the task, creates an
HPX thread, and hands it to the thread manager for execution on the destination locality.
the same locality. As for remote references, the credit system
works as demonstrated in Fig. 3
Garbage collection at runtime requires execution of code that
is otherwise not present and consumes computing resources.
Performing garbage collection requires executing code that
is the not the user’s application. AGAS tries to minimize
garbage collection sweeps by performing it when the volume
of garbage reaches a certain threshold that can be specified
by the users. It is also possible to manually initiate it inside
applications by developers.

3.1

AGAS Performance Counters

The HPX runtime system includes novel abstractions on top of
ordinary operating systems and hardware that are more difficult
to benchmark using traditional performance measuring tools such
as hardware performance counters included in Intel or NVIDIA
processors. HPX introduces a set of performance counters to let
developers monitor the performance of its subsystems, including

AGAS, during execution. This allows the users to use performance
counters to debug their code and locate performance bottlenecks.
Users can also develop their own performance counters to retrieve
arbitrary information during execution.
Performance counters can be queried at runtime. For example,
APEX[17] uses runtime data provided by the performance counter
system to make autotuning policy decisions. It is also possible to
ask HPX to print the performance counter data so that it can be
consumed by a user or other tools in post-processing.
Similar to hardware performance counters, HPX performance
counters[15] are designed to expose performance data on the underlying function calls. HPX has performance counters that measure performance of AGAS subsystems. Each AGAS performance
counter either reports the number of invocations or the total execution time of the selected operation.
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(a) An object is created. AGAS sets the object’s credit to a large number.
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(b) A global object referenced by two local copies of the GID. Credit is
not affected by local copies.
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(c) When an object is referenced by another locality the object’s credit
is split in half and a copy of the reference is kept at both localities, and
a flag is set on the original reference to indicate that the object is referenced globally. When a copy runs out of credit, it will ask the lender
AGAS instance (the locality where the reference is located) for more.
If the original reference itself does not have enough credit, the AGAS
instance responsible for that reference (where the object resides) will
grant it more credit.

0 references GID: f1cb

2 references GID: f1cb

1 reference GID: f1cb

3 references GID: f1cb

(d) When a reference goes out of scope AGAS returns all borrowed
credits to the original reference. If there are no local references and
all credits have been returned then AGAS can remove the object from
memory during garbage collection.

Figure 3: AGAS credit system tracks global references. When a global reference goes out of scope all of its credit is returned
to the lender. When there are no local or global references the memory allocated by the object can be freed by the garbage
collector.

3.2

Migration

Objects registered in AGAS can be physically moved to a different
locality while retaining the same (global) address. Moreover, this
operation does not need the application execution to be suspended
and is completely transparent to the application. After a global
object is relocated to the new locality, all reference accesses that
try to access the object are forwarded to the new locality and their
localities are notified of the move (AGAS caches are updated, if
needed).
Migration is an especially useful feature for applications that
suffer from poor data locality and/or are balance impaired and it
can be used to adaptively improve data locality when scaling is
being hurt.

3.3

Lifetime of AGAS

During the initialization of the HPX runtime, HPX needs to initialize all AGAS instances before the application can start executing.
This process is called bootstrap and includes registering runtime
services, data types, performance counters, and symbols with AGAS.
Similarly during teardown, after an HPX application ends. HPX
instructs AGAS to remove all objects and free all allocated hardware
resources. When applicable, HPX performs additional tasks such
as collecting performance counter data from AGAS.

4

QUANTIFYING AGAS PERFORMANCE

The main challenge of any HPC global addressing system, including AGAS, is to efficiently support the massive amounts of data
that applications handle during execution. Our aim in this work,
therefore, is to understand the efficiency of AGAS by measuring its
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Figure 4: AGAS instances maintain address resolution information in four namespaces and the AGAS cache. Arrows show mappings. Primary namespace on each AGAS instance contains mappings from global identifiers (GID) to local address mappings.
Locality namespace holds information about all AGAS instances. Component namespace tracks bulk memory allocations dedicated to types. Symbolic namespace contains mappings between GIDs and special strings that can be used for various purposes
such as facilitating the collection of data about application execution. The AGAS cache
overheads. This section identifies metrics that measure the amount
of CPU time an HPX application spends in AGAS during execution.
Subsequently, we introduce a benchmark application and explain
how the performance measurements from this application extend
to other applications. Finally, we describe the machine we run our
experiments on.

4.1

HPX uses reference counting to track local references to
global objects and a credit scheme to manage global references. Once an object no longer has any local references
and/or all its global reference credits are returned, it is deemed
garbage and is collected when the garbage collection operation is triggered. As an optimization, garbage collection may
not occur instantly once an object goes out of scope, but
when the HPX runtime decides the time is right to perform
it or when the user explicitly triggers it. Registration and removal of global references is done by calling increment_credit
and decrement_credit functions, respectively.

Performance Metrics

Every globally accessible object in HPX has a global ID that AGAS
manages and resolves to local virtual addresses at runtime. However,
address resolution at runtime creates some overhead. To quantify
and study the overhead introduced by AGAS, we look at the following fundamental operations, the number of calls, and the amount
of CPU time that is spent performing these operations.
• Bind, Unbind, Object Lookup: Bind and Unbind operations
occur when a global object is created and deleted, respectively. An object lookup operation takes place each time
AGAS attempts to resolve a global ID.
• Locality Lookup: Each AGAS instance only knows about itself and locality 0. When an AGAS instance needs to communicate with another locality and does not have information
about the appropriate communication endpoint to do so, it
needs to query that information from locality 0.
• Parcel Routing: HPX implements active messages in the form
of parcels[30]. A parcel is an active message that triggers an
operation upon its receipt by a locality. For example, when
an HPX task needs to operate on information that resides
on another locality, AGAS serializes the task along with
its arguments and state information and forwards it to the
locality on which data resides.
• Cache: Whenever AGAS decides that an address is likely to
be queried again, it stores that information in the local AGAS
cache of that locality. In order to improve performance, the
AGAS cache is designed to hold a limited number of entries.
The exact number of these entries can be defined by user the
user.
• Garbage Collection: HPX provides managed objects whose
lifetime is controlled by the garbage collection mechanism.

4.2

Benchmark Application

To study AGAS, we use Octo-Tiger [4, 18] as our application and
run it on Piz Daint, a supercomputer at the Swiss National Supercomputing Centre. It should to be noted that other applications
could have been used instead of Octo-Tiger. However, we decided
to use this application as Octo-Tiger is an open source, actively
developed HPX application that is being tuned for scalable performance [11, 16]. The scalability of Octo-Tiger has been previously
demonstrated on Cori and Piz Daint.
AGAS is agnostic of the type of application that is using it. The
results from studying the performance of AGAS in Octo-Tiger can
be applied to other applications because all HPX applications rely
on the same functionality and therefore, we can expect to observe
similar scaling behavior and performance impact.
Octo-Tiger is a state of the art multi-physics, AMR code that
simulates the merger binaries. It uses the HPX runtime system to
implement a three-dimensional finite volume octree. It uses several
solvers to make predictions including hydrodynamics, Newtonian
gravity, and radiation transportation.
Octo-Tiger relies on the capabilities of AGAS in HPX to dynamically changes the computational resolution based on the actual
needs of the simulation. It is also a memory intensive application
compared to most exascale challenge problems. For example, Quicksilver and Pennant from CORAL2 benchmarks have a memory high
water mark of 16% and 8%, respectively, whereas for Octo-Tiger this
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Table 1: Configuration of Piz Daint.

Cores/Node
Processor
Memory
Connection
Operating System

Cray XC50
5704
Intel Haswell,
NVIDIA Pascal
2 × 12 cores
Intel Xeon E5-2960 v3 @ 2.60 GHz,
NVIDIA Tesla P100 for PICe-Based Servers
64 GB; 16 GB CoWoS HBM2
Cray Aries routing and communications ASIC
Cray Linux Environment (UNICOS)

0.175%
0.150%
0.125%
0.100%
0.075%
0.050%
0.025%
0.000%

Table 2: Software used in the experiment
HPX
Compiler
MPI
HDF5
Silo

45f3d80
GCC 7.3.0
Cray MPICH 7.7.2
1.10.4
4.10.2

CUDA
Vc
tcmalloc
Boost
hwloc

9.2
1.4.1
2.7
1.68.0
2.0.3

All AGAS Services - Portion of CPU Time

0.200%
Percentage of CPU Time spent in Calls

Model
Nodes available
Architecture

2 3264 128

256

4.3

System and Environment Setup

We run our experiments on Piz Daint, an Intel x86/NVIDIA Tesla
cluster that comprises 5704 compute nodes. More details about the
configuration of Piz Daint is included in Table 1. We run Octo-Tiger
on Piz Daint from 2 nodes to 1024 nodes using all processors and
HPX commit 45f3d80. The software configuration is listed in Table
2

5

PERFORMANCE RESULTS

As mentioned before, an objective of this study is to quantify the
overheads of AGAS. In this section, we present the results of this
study. We show the effects of strong scaling on AGAS and consider
the overhead AGAS imposes on application execution time. We also
show the individual AGAS operations that are the primary drivers
of AGAS overheads.
Fig 5 shows the percentage of the total amount of CPU time that
is spent on AGAS operations application-wide. While we cannot
currently explain the rise between 16 and 32 nodes, we observe
that the overhead exponentially decreases past 32 nodes and that

1024

Figure 5: AGAS overhead in total as percentage of overall
processor time while running Octo-Tiger on 2 to 1024 nodes
of Piz Daint with a fixed problem size (Strong Scaling). The
values for the 2 and 4 node runs, cut off from the graph, are
1.6% and 0.4%, respectively.

Resolve GID - Portion of CPU Time

Percentage of CPU Time spent in Calls

0.140%

number is about 60%. In our work Octo-Tiger handles 1.5 million
HPX objects, which have a memory footprint of 2.305 TB.
We use Octo-Tiger to study the behavior of AGAS when used by
applications running on large machines. We ran our experiments on
Piz Daint, a cluster composed of Intel Xeon and and NVIDIA Tesla
processors. Due to the complexity of the solvers used by Octo-Tiger,
we are not able to demonstrate weak scaling as we are not able to
adjust the size of the problem with reasonable accuracy. Therefore,
we will present the impacts of strong scaling on AGAS behavior. It
is worth mentioning that while Octo-Tiger uses GPUs, this has no
impact on AGAS as AGAS operations are performed on the CPUs
and the number of objects AGAS handles and their access patterns
does not change.

512
Number of Nodes

0.120%
0.100%
0.080%
0.060%
0.040%
0.020%
0.000%

2 3264 128

256

512
Number of Nodes

1024

Figure 6: Total CPU time spent in resolve GID calls while
running Octo-Tiger on 2 to 1024 nodes of Piz Daint with
fixed problem size (Strong Scaling). Each (black) circle refers
to the measured amount of time a locality has spent executing resolve GID calls. Higher intensities indicate overlapping measurements. The values for the 2 node run, cut off
from the graph, are 1.1% and 0.4%, respectively.
for 8 nodes and above it is below 0.2%. These values are small and
show that only a small amount of execution time is spent in AGAS.
Next, we determine which AGAS operations are the most expensive and drive the total cost of AGAS operations. We measured
the CPU time of individual AGAS operations and found that four
AGAS operations primarily drive AGAS overhead.
Object Lookup is the AGAS function that translates an HPX
GID to the local virtual address on a machine. Its operation is
complicated if the object is not currently located on the locality
that address resolution is taking place and in such case AGAS tries
to determine which locality the object currently lives on, serialize
the task that asked to access the foreign GID in an HPX parcel,
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Decrement Credit - Portion of CPU Time

0.040%
0.030%
0.020%
0.010%

2 3264 128

256

512
Number of Nodes

Figure 7: Total CPU time spent in decrement credit calls
while running Octo-Tiger on 2 to 1024 nodes of Piz Daint
with fixed problem size (Strong Scaling). Each (black) circle
refers to the measured amount of time a locality has spent
executing resolve GID calls. Higher intensities indicate overlapping measurements.
and send it to the locality the object is living in. If a local AGAS
instance has no knowledge of the locality that is holding an object
then it takes advantage of the fact that a locality on which an
object is created stays responsible for it during the object’s entire
lifetime, uses the metadata in the GID to determine the locality
on which the object was originally created, and sends the query
there. Fig. 6 shows the amount of CPU time resolve_gid takes while
running Octo-Tiger. Note that the amount of work performed by
each locality is relatively similar.
For a garbage collection system to function the HPX runtime
system must be able to determine if an object is currently being
used. HPX uses reference counting for local references and a creditbased system to keep track of global references. The operation that
lends credit is called decrement_credit. Fig 7 shows the overhead
that decrement credit calls cause on CPU time.
Parcels are the basic communication block in HPX. Parcels are
active messages that trigger an operation on the target AGAS instance that opens them and usually contains a serialized task and its
arguments. Parcel routing is the AGAS function that send a parcel
to a different locality. We expect that localities exchange a similar
amount of parcels and thus, spend a similar amount of time. Fig. 8
shows this behavior.
Finally, Fig 9 depicts the behavior of Bind calls that take place
while running Octo-Tiger with the same number of objects as the
number of nodes are increased. This figure shows similar scaling
behavior as Fig 6, but about 70 times smaller.
The four mentioned AGAS operations account for between 85%
and 99% of the CPU time spent in AGAS. Therefore, we do not show
the overheads of the rest of AGAS operations in this work.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK

In this work we introduce AGAS, its subsystems, and a method
to study the overheads introduced by AGAS. These overheads do

0.0040%
0.0030%
0.0020%
0.0010%
0.0000%

1024

2 3264 128

256

512
Number of Nodes

1024

Figure 8: Total CPU time spent in route calls while running
Octo-Tiger on 2 to 1024 nodes of Piz Daint with fixed problem size (Strong Scaling). Each (black) circle refers to the
measured amount of time a locality has spent executing parcel route calls. Higher intensities indicate overlapping measurements. Values for locality 0 are excluded from this figure because of errors in measurement.

Bind GID - Portion of CPU Time

0.00200%
Percentage of CPU Time spent in Calls

0.000%

Route - Portion of CPU Time

0.0050%
Percentage of CPU Time spent in Calls

0.050%
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0.00175%
0.00150%
0.00125%
0.00100%
0.00075%
0.00050%
0.00025%
0.00000%

2 3264 128

256

512
Number of Nodes

1024

Figure 9: Total CPU time spent in bind GID calls while running Octo-Tiger on 2 to 1024 nodes of Piz Daint with fixed
problem size (Strong Scaling). Each (black) circle refers to
the measured amount of time a locality has spent executing
bind GID calls. Higher intensities indicate overlapping measurements.

not exist in PGAS systems that statically resolve global references
during compilation. We observe how AGAS’s most expensive operations are affected as the number of nodes increase.
To study AGAS’s behavior we chose a multi-physics, AMR application called Octo-Tiger that generates and works on 1.5 million
HPX objects, with a total memory footprint of 2.305 TB. We identify the performance metrics that expose AGAS’s performance and
use the corresponding counters in HPX’s Performance Counter
framework to collect performance data from our strong scaling
experiments.
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The most important feature of AGAS is that it allows applications
to dynamically perform data load balancing at runtime without stopping the execution and it also works with other components of HPX
to deliver a distributed asynchronous multi-threaded system. Future work has to study how the migration feature of AGAS impacts
HPX applications. Additionally, devising weak scaling experiments
will reveal more interesting information about the overheads of
AGAS.
Our observations show that distributed HPX applications running on large machines processors will spend less than 0.5% of their
time performing AGAS operations. They also show that the four
most expensive AGAS operations, listed in order, are resolve GID,
decrement credit, route, and bind GID. Among the four operations,
resolve GID is the operation driving at least 80% of the overhead.
These numbers indicate that AGAS is hardly a performance bottleneck and AGAS is a relatively inexpensive choice in return for the
boost in productivity it provides.
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